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Committee begins review of budget-cut plans
BY JEFF W. BEEBE
The UMO Budget Review Committee
beggins this afternoon the long and painful
task of shapening the budget knife and
paring program costs to meet decreased
revenues.
The committee consists of 25 members
of the UMO community, including five
students. President Howard R. Neville
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chairs the committee, which has at least
one representative from each level of the
academic and management staffs of the
university.
In the coming weeks, the committee will
work in a gray area bounded by the
unpredictable answers of the state legislature to the university's $6.4 million
supplemental budget request. Of the $3.68

million system-wide cut in state funding for
the next fiscal year, UMO stands to lose
$1.6 million.
No specific plans for program cuts have
been mentioned, but Neville has gone on
record to say that program elimination is
not being ruled out, as opposed to
across-the-board cuts.
The nearest any university official has
come to hinting at specific plans for
program cuts was in the so-called
"McCarthy Letter," a letter sent by
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy to members
of the 107th Legislature Jan. 20, 1976.
McCarthy had asked each campus
president to detail proposed cutbacks for
each campus, and the chancellor excerpted
and summarized each president's reply in
the letter to the legislators.
• "There would, in fact, be deep cuts in
the instruction program," said McCarthy
of the situation at Orono, taken from
Neville's rough proposal "in the public
service program," especially in the
Cooperative Extension Service, in the
Research Program, especially in the
Agriculture Experiment Station, in the
Student Services Area including substantially reduced Health Service for the
students and a reduced counseling pro-

gram, and in the broad category of
Administration and Physical Plant."
McCarthy also said UMO faced an
"additional 95 position cuts of which 35
would be faculty; discontinuation of
to-be-identified programs reducing
opportunity to students seeking majors in
those areas; reduced quality of library,
teaching. and laboratory equipment, and
teaching programs which have attained
national distinction."
The Super-U's request was transmitted
to Governor Longley to be included in his
legislature budget package. If he does not
include the UM appropriations, university
officials intend to attempt to amend the
_
Iliidget appropriation act to include the
funds.
Longley is expected to send his budget
bmessage to the Legislature in mid-Fe
in
ed
expect
is
action
floor
and
ruary,
mid-March.
The UMO Budget Review Committee
meets in closed session today at 3:30 p.m.
The five student members are Jim
McGowan, UMO student government
president, Jeff Raynes. Jim Burgess, Doug
Gillespie, BCC student government president. and Steve Gervais.

Student groups face funding cuts
for failing to meet Senate rule

photo by Mike Kane

Gordon Bok gave another fine
show at UMO over the weekend,
pleasing another full house in

Hauck Auditorium. For review
and more Maine Campus Arts and
Entertainment, see page 5.

BY MIKE DOSTIE
To student groups fund by the General
Student Senate, Groundhog Day represented more than just a shadowy weather
forecast. February 2 was also the new
deadline for compliance with the "Duties
and Obligations of GSS Approved Organizations" and 25 of 55 such groups still
faced a cutback in funding and an "inactive
status" for failure to meet the senate
requirement.
Section Ill, Part 2 of the guidelines for
student organizations states that "organizations must submit a complete and
accurate list of their officers to the student
government secretary" and that failure to
comply with the regulation will result in the
suspension of "all rights kand privileges of
duly approved organizations until compliance is secured."

As the Feb. 2 deadline possed only 30 of
the 55 student groups had submitted a list
of their officers to the student government
center.
"If they don't respond." student
government vice-president Dave Bridges
said, "they'll be put on inactive status and
will have no right to use university facilities
or come to the student government for
money."
Bridges added, however, that if a group
is already funded for this year, it could
keep its funds bust must eventually meet
the requirement before receiving any
additional money. "This will give the
financial committee something to go by."
the vice president said. "They won't have
to deal with anybody who's on inactive
status. Yeah, some groups might go along

continued on page 2
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Student critic
BY KIM GARFIELD
Pop Scene Service
ts have always been vocal
studen
e
Colleg
in their opinions, both good and bad, of
their instructors. And while a handful of
colleges have used student rating systems,
some 250 to 300 schools have begun to ask
students to officially rate their teachers
through a specially designed test.
John a Centra, research psychologist for
the Educational Testing Center of Princeton. N.J., views the new system as an
offshoot of consumerisn. That is, students as consumers of education - now can have
their say about the quality of instruction
they're receiving for their money.
"Students are the only ones who use the
classroom on a regular basis," says
Centra, designer of the Student Instructional Report (SIR. a systematic method of
recording, scoring and interpreting students' reactions to their instructors.
"They're the only critical source of
information as to what's going on behind
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those classroom doors. They can say
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subject area and a lot of other inform
necessary for good teaching."
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of 39
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two sides of a machine-scorable
sheet.

many national studies have been conducted by ETS to determine its validity and
usefulness in evaluating teacher instruction.
Results show that not only do most
teachers agree on its usefulness, but they
are also willing to accept the information
for their own improvement.
The most significant changes are made
by teachers who have "a more inflated
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view of themselves" than do their
students. According to Centra, the ratings
seem to bring them a little more down to
earth.
"Maybe 35 to 40 per cent of the teachers
see themselves in a more positive vein than
their students do. whereas between 5 to 7
per cent see themselves more negatively,"

are
Centra reports. adding that there
tely
always some teachers who will comple
feel
discount student opinion because they
value
the rating reflect "entertainment
rather than the ability to teach."
s
One of the most heated controversie
about SIR centers is on its use in
connection with salaries and promotions.
While its main purpose is to help improve
instruction, some teachers are reportedly
choosing to use the results in support of
their own quest for salary increases and
tenure promotions. At the same time, some
colleges are requiring rating information
for the same reasons.
the
Another group of teachers argue that
how
ratings don't have much to do with
study
much a student learns. But an ETS
showed that this is not the case.
Freshmen at one university who were
a
enrolled in 22 different divisions of
psychology course, took one common final
e
exam which was made up by an outsid
continued on page 12
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Bill amendment
will give students
bargaining voice
BY BOB CAMERON
An amendment to the collective
bargaining bill passed by last year's 107th
Legislature, designed to allow student
representation in the process. will be
considered during the Legislature's Special
Session, now underway in Augusta.
Rep. Lawrence Connoly of Portland
introduced the amendment to protect the
rights of University students. The bill will
be co-sponsored by Rep. Richard Davies of
Orono, and will probably be put on the
Legislature's calendar this week.
The collective bargaining bill takes effect
July 1. at which time bargaining units will
be formed by university employees. As it
now stands, the bill does not acknowledge
the need for student input.
UMO employees will be given the right
to negotiate salaries, office space. hours
and other concerns. They may join labor
organizations of their own choosing, and be
represented by them in collective bargaining. Bargaining units will be formed for
faculty, police, professional and administrative staffs, and other occupational
groups.
The Connoly amendment would allow
three student representatives on the
administration's side of the bargaining
table. The amendment reads in part as
follows:
"When collective bargaining is to take
place between the university and the
faculty or professional and administrative
staff, the Board of Trustees shall appoint
three currently enrolled students who are
broadly representative of the various
campuses in the university system to meet
and confer with the university and the
bargaining agent prior to collective bargaining."
During the course of collective bargaining, the student representatives shall be
allowed to attend and observe all meetings
between the university and the bargaining
agent at which collective bargaining
occurs. Said students shall be present at
such sessions as non-voting members of
the university bargaining team and as such
shall be bound by the same rules, including
but not limited to those regarding
confidentiality, as other members of said
team. Said students shall be allowed to
participate in caucuses of the university
bargaining team held during the collective
bargaining process."
The bill is expected to be considered
sometime this month.

It was a flash flood in the truest
sense as the Kenduskeag Stream
overflowed its banks in Bangor
yesterday. The waters rose so
quickly our photographer barely

and function without ever complying wiht
us this year. but then if they want to use
space or something. they won't be allowed
to unless they are on active status."
Bridges also said he expected additional
officer lists to flow in within the next few
days. The deadline for meeting the
requirement as set form in the Student
Handbook was "the fourth Friday in
September." The deadline was extended
to Groundhog Day due to student
government's embarassing predicament of
forgetting to enforce its own regulation.
"We weren't sure how to go about it at
first," Bridges explained. "The last
semester got going before we even realized
that this thling had slipped by. But about
three-fourths of the way through last
semester, we decided we'd wait until the
beginning of this semester and send out
letters to give everybody a fair shot at
meeting the requirement.••
Bridges mailed letters to all groups at
the beginning of this semester stating that
"Groups which have not complied with the
guidelines are geing givrn until February
2. 1976 to complete this obligation."
According to the vice president, the
responses have flowed in steadily considering none of the groups were aware of the

photo by Merry Farnum

Bangor Savings Bank, and the
building on the right is the
under-construction office of
Merrill Bank.

Bio I continues despite complaints
BY DAN GASS
Despite some student grumblings and a
high level of incompletes. Bio 1 succeeded
fairly well last semester, according to Dr.
Douglas Gelinas, Associate Professor of
Botany and one of the originators of the
course.
More than half of the approximately
1.200 students who started the course,
didn't attain the full four credits needed to
go on to advanced zoology and botany
courses, but Gelinas offered some reasons
for the large number of incompletes.
Gelinas explained that some colleges at the
university only require six hours of
laboratory courses. Thus, some students
stopped at three credits with intentions of
picking up three more in some other lab
course.
A few of the people who received
partial credit for the semester were
holdovers from the spring of 1975, when
the course first appeared. They may have
needed only one or two credits to complete
the course, but they still appear as
incompletes on the registrar's records,
Gelinas said. Gelinas also said many
students, knowing they can receive variable credit, take the course at a slower pace
and try to achieve a better grade. Along

• Student groups
continued from page 1

had time to rescue her own vehicle
from the same fate as these soggy
sedans suffered. She returned
merrily to the newsroom with dry
film and dry car. On the left is

requirement until this semester. "I don't
think most of the groups were aware of it,"
Bridges posited. "and that's why probably
no one's been put on inactive status. All
the responses I have been getting, if they
wrote anything on the letters at all besides
their list of officers, was I'm sorry, I didn't
know that we had to do this."
Bridges stated that the student government had also failed to enforce Section 111,
Part 2 last year. "The requirement was
passed by the senate in Akpril, 1974 and tjo
my knowledge it was not done last year.
the vice president said.
"We're not trying to shaft anybody. We
just want to keep track of everybody. All
we have is a list of groups. The only time
we see these groups is when they come in
and ask for funds. We really don't know
what organizations are active and which
ones are inactive," Bridges added. Vicki
Clough, president of the Memorial Union
Activities Board, agreed that submitting a
list of officers was a reasonable request.
"It's no big hassle really. I think it's a good
idea, they ought to know who they're
working with," Clough stated.
Vice president Bridges also admitted
that the student government's list of
groups is "so inaccurate" that it includes
"groups which don't even exist anymore."

with the slower-paced students are those
wno have no desire to take an advanced
zoology or botany course. They only want
to fulfill the College of Arts and Sciences
requirements.
Then there are the outright non-producers, Gelinas said, who registered for
the course, made no effort to drop it, but
made no effort to obtain any credit either.
Gelinas said there were 55 students in this
category whose lack of effort resulted in a
letter grade of 'E' for one credit.
Gelinas also provided some information
on the grade breakdown for the course last
semester. The data showed that the
students who completed the course received higher grades than the non-cornpleters. For example. of all the students

that received four credits, 95 percent of
them achieved a letter grade of 'A'.
The statistices also shoed that the more
credit the student attained the better
grades he received while the students
showing little credit had a larger share of
lower grades. The registrar's records show
that, as of Jan. 22, Bio 1 had 163 new
students with another 254 students enrolled in Bio IC, the continuation course for
drastic changes in the course format nor
does he forsee its cancellation. Bio I was
originally funded by the Sloan Foundation,
but has since come under university
funding.
As for the student attitude towards the
course. Gelinas stated that most students
were either non-responsive or complained
of minor faults in the program offering no
suggestion for change.

Neville's contingency fund
only leeway in tight budget
BY BARBARA STAPLES
"No one can foresee certain expenses
that crop up outside the budget. but
they're certain to occur. The money has to
come from somewhere," stated Vice
President for Finance and Administration
Jack Blake. explaining that the "somewhere" was often President Neville's
contingency fund.
With the entire university working on a
shoestring budget, unallocated money held
in a personal presidential fund is looked
upon with some suspicion. Blake said.
A contingency fund is a standard
accounting technique he explained, used
by most large operations to give some
leeway in the budget. In UMO's case, it is
the president's personal fund of $40,000,
(decreased from last year's $50,000) used
at the presidents sole discretion in covering
emergency expenses.
When a situation occurs in which money
is needed outside the budget. Blake said.
he refers the parties involved to the
president. If the president feels there is
sufficient cause, he authorizes the money
drawn from his contingency fund.
In many cases. Blake said, that Neville
agrees there is a need, but asks those
involved "to hold off until spring if
possible", to be sure all cases will be
heard.
The president's fund is the only
contingency fund in the UMO budget.
Blake said. The various departments of the
university are covered by a tight budget
which has no leeway.
This year, one program the fund has
supported was the Citibus Bangor to Old

Town bus route. The original bill for the
university's share of service was about
S3,000. but additional expenses brought it
to $5,300, Blake said. Neville had
committed the $3.000, and after being
assured by the bus line managers there
would be no more bills after the $5.3000.
the additional $2,300 was approved.
In November 1975, the university was
presented another bus bill for $8,000 and
the president has refused further funding.
Blake said.
With the university and facing budget
cutbacks next year, Blake said, the
contingency fund is in a vulnerable
position. "Because each department would
like to have that money for its own needs,
no one will be standing up for the fund
when it comes time to figure next year's
budget," he said.
However, to allocate all available money,
leaving no leeway for emergencies would
not be prudent, he pointed out. "A budget
is drawn up 18 months before the
beginning of the next fiscal year," he said.
"It's impossible to know where extra
expenses will come, but they're as
predictable as traffic accidents. Over the
past years, they've had a predictability of
about $40,000 to $50,000."
Despite the financial crunch UMO faces
next year, Blake insists the fund must not
be left out of the '76-'77 budget. "I look on
budget making as the refinement of a
guess. You narrow it down as close as
possible, but inevitably it's impossible to
be exact. There must be some leeway- and
that's found in the contingency fund."
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Film society features French movies,famous women
BY GARY ROBB
The UMO Film Society, now in its
second successful year. is presenting two
major film series this semester: the French
Nev. Wave Cinema and Women in Film.
Each series will show twelve films.
The new wave series will concentrate on
three major French directors:GeanLuc
Godard, Alain Resnais and Francois
Truffaut. Godard is interested in sociology, but best known for his interest in
political matters such as the Vietnam war.
Resnais deals with people who are haunted
by memories of the past. Truffaut is
involved in personal relationships. This
series will also include works by directors
Louis Malle 'Lacombe, Lucien' and Jacques Tati 'Playtime' ( a combination of
Buster Keaton and Charlie Chaplin approach).
The theme is singular, says programmer
Bill Gordon, but they will range in flavor.
Some are about war (WWI, WWII, Viet
Nam). the 1930's. the nature of French
society, and the young generation in
France.
Films became a part of the new French
wave around 1959. The ideas were based
on an article by Andre Bazin who wrote
that French cinema had become stale.
Bazin was concerned about the visual and

editing aspects of French cinema. A
movement occurred, financing materialized and a surge of productions were
filmed.
'The French, series is esoteric; says
Gordon. "whereas the women series is
more Hollywood. There is definite lack of
foreign films presented in Maine."
However, Gordon cited new societies in the
state that were concerned enough to select
such films for their presentations. These
groups now exist in Ellsworth and
Portland. Theatres locally just don't show
this genre of films, he said.
Women In Film will focus on the actress
in her best performance, the role of women
in society and how they have been treated
in film. "Women were big box office
attractions," said series programmer Jan
Thompson. "There just aren't any women
directors or writers nowadays. And there
aren't any women making films just for
women."
This series views actresses Gretta
Garbo, Bette Davis, Ingrid Bergman, and
Katherine Hepburn. "So many films just
don't need women because they are
written by men," said Thompson. "The
films that do have women today, it seems,
don't even need them." The continuity of

semester. "There just was no interest." he
said. However, he was optimistic, even
confident, with the selection of films in
both series this semester. He expected
event
special
several
be
will
There
that some will lose money "simply because
screenings within the series. "Sextoons:
the foreign films are sub-titled" but was
An Erotic Cartoon Festival" will feature
pleased with the openers, "King of
"Buried
cartoons made after hours;
Hearts" and "A Woman Under the
Treasure" and "Snow W hite and the Seven
. Gordon was responsible for
Influence"
in
the
Perverts". Also to be included
the Brando and Italian Triumvirate film
screening will be Brian de Palma's
festivals two years ago.
"Sisters" and "Truckstop Women", an
Gordon cited the society's intentions as
underground 'psuedo-masterpiece' about
in
the mid-western way of life, truck drivers, three-fold. "There are no films shown
see
to
like
"I'd
said.
he
the
summer,"
and cafes. A tongue-in-cheek expose,
movies in Hauck Auditorium on Wednes"Sunday, Bloody Sunday" which stars
or Thursday night, even both nights.
and
day
Finch
Glenda Jackson and Peter
We are now planning with our adviser
"Flesh Gordon" will also be shown.
Ulrich Wicks of the English department a
"Flesh" is a spoof of Buster Crabb movies.
German film series and I would still like to
The Film Society is the only campus
see the "Sex in the Cinema" series that
based organization of its kind in the state of
with
was supposed to have been screened in
Maine. It was formed in January 1975
conjunction with Arthur Knight's lecture
the realization that film is an art form and
last year.
the opinion of movies on campus and in
"But, there is an enormous amount of
this area needs improvement. "Our goal,"
said Gordon. "These films are
dissent,"
show
to
"is
Bill
Gordon,
says chairman
not porno, but respectable commercial
films above the commercial theatres, not to
shows that deal with sexual relationships.
We are
show 'middle brow' films.
There seems to be an organized campaigd
bringing films to Maine that ordinarily
He said that
against 'X-rated' films.
wouldn't play here."
films sent to
editing
now
are
s
distributor
the
in
tion
Gordon expressed dissatisfac
colleges to the 'r' rating.
musical film series that was presented last

the series is held together by showing each
actress in two diverse roles.
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Working for a place in history
in a year when so many men are chasing
after a place in history, it is somewhat refreshing
to know just how accidental it can be. And
goodnight. said the newsman.
You might think he was referring to a lottery
winner, or a Medal of Honor winner, or any
person suddenly thrust by some great acheivement into the bright, happy light of fame and
fortune.
But he wasn't. He had just finished a
voice-over on a film clip of a bloody poolroom
floor somwhere out west where a 35-year old
man had died from stab wounds. The man had
spent about half his life in jail and had an
education amounting to about mid-ninth grade.
Ernesto Miranda, in March 1963, was
arrested, picked out of a rape-suspect lineup,
interrogated, and convicted on the strength of a
confession he signed after two hours in a locked
room with a couple of Arizona cops.
But that wasn't the end of it. His appeals went.
to the United States Supreme Court, and those of
us that have been busted know the rest of it.
Three years after Miranda was first arrested, the
Supreme Court overturned his conviction and
said the police in Arizona hadn't quite been fair
with him in that little room, and even if they had
been nice and polite, it wasn't good enough
anymore.
So now it's "You're under arrest. We are
required to inform you that you have the right to
remain silent. Anything you say may be used
against you in a court of law. You have the right
to have an attorney present, and if you cannot
afford an attorney, one will be apointed for you if
you so desire." Miranda V. Arizona, 384 U.S.
436 (1966).
So Miranda achieved his place in history,
however accidental his achievement was, and his
death makes cute roundup on the 11 o'clock
news.
But is it really refreshing to note that such
historical sparkle can come to a man's name so
accidentally?
Somehow the newsman's choice of words
seems a little more irrational the more we
consider his statement. Perhaps he should have

said, "It is somewhat terrifying to know just how
accidental it can be."
It is more refreshing to note that, in a year
when so many men are chasing a place in
history, that one or more of them will get there
on the strength the personal drive and
enthusiasm that makes great men successful.
Although it is far beyond naivety these days to
go around quoting the old adage that any boy can
grow up to be president, it is not naive to cling to
the old work ethic.
Americans, and members of the human race in
general, have gotten much farther and risen to
greater heights by working hard than by
capitalizing on accidents.
Any person can acheive greatness, and

contribute to the greatness of the human race.
Most of us will, in one minute way or another.
Jacob Browowski perhaps said it best, in the
last words of his highly acclaimed public
television series titled "The Ascent of Man."
After 13 weeks of chronicling the great events
and great lives that have enriched humanity's
growth on this planet, he concluded with a line of
inspiration 'that can serve to strengthen the
student burning the midnight oil, the construction working walking girders in the clouds, the
secretary, the artist, or the politician chasing a
place in history.
"The personal committment of man to his
skill—in his emotion and his intellect—is what
has made the ascent of man."

Lettersletterslettersletters
Je ne suis pas d'accord
To the Editors:
Your rcient editorial supporting the abolition of the foreign
languages requirement strikes
me as a prime illustration of the
need for the very same. It has
been my experience that people
with good language backgrounds
have the best understanding of
what language is. how it works,
and how to use it effectively.
Plainly., the author Of the above mentioned editorial lacks such a
background. Nowhere in the
editorial does the author come
forth with a clear, well-reasoned
argument against the requirement. Instead, he contends himself with empty rhetoric.
We are informed that the
difficulty of the subject matter
justifies the abolition of the
requirement—as if the value of
any course depended on its ease.

Furthermore, there is no reason
to believe that foreign languages
are any more difficult than any
number of similarly required
courses. Do you think foreign
language majors are dying to take
difficult science or math courses?
To state that emphasis on
proficiency in English is preferable serves only to confuse the
issue. The inclusion of foreign
languages in the basic Arts and
Sciences curriculum aids in
achieving that very goal. In
studying a foreign language, a
student learns more about the
principles behind language than
he could in years of drilling
English Grammar.
Exposure to foreign languages
guarantees—if nothing else—that
the liberal arts student will gain
some insight into the processes of
human communication. No one
claims that a student will become

fluent in a language after two
semesters of study. No one can
guarantee that he. will have even
a working knowledge of the
language. That hardly means that
all has been for nought.
I can only conceive of
condoning the dropping of the
language requirement if an alternate requirement in linguistic
theory were required in its stead.
People need to know something
about language, and this need is
especially pronounced in a era
when people are entering universities without knowing the difference between a noun and an
exclamation point. For precisely
this reason, many universities
that had previously dropped that
language requriement have reinstituted it. Does UMO haY e to
learn the hard way?
Greg Callahan
Estabrooke Hall

Mary Hamilton-

-Commentary

Alternatives to the alternatives
As nothing is so certain as change itself, it was only a matter of time before the
to
College of Arts and Sciences would reevaluate its requirements. So. in an attempt
bad
become more attuned to the real world, they up and decided that we have a
enough time with our own mother-tongue, and we'd better tackle that before engaging
in foreign languages.
Well, I say when you do something, go all the way. Why stop there?
may
As long as they are going to force journalism majors to learn how to write, they
Music
as well throw in another requitement whose need is becoming apparent:
Appreciation I.
a
This may sound strange to you laymen. but any group of people who must share
blazing
with
up
come
to
expected
are
and
department
music
building with the
editorials really have their work cut out for them.
inevitably
And you better believe that all the off-key notes churned upstairs will
downstairs.
typos
take their toll in newspaper
So much for journalism, but how about the other A & S people?
Take the Psychology people. for instance.
little white
The third floor of Little Hall is the residence of Who-knows-how-many
that the
(Remember
them.
on
tests
perform
to
expected
rats, and the Psych majors are
next time you're in Spanish class—they're right overhead!)
he
Now, if one of those little devils should escape. what happens? The answer is

runs right down to your Spanish class, unless the Psych person responsible for such
carelessness has had Zo 3, and knows how to handle a cornered rat. I find, though.
that in most cases. Psych majors are prone to trying to talk the animal into giving itself
up.)
If they can't, it might be "Willard" all over again.
The Chemistry department does not escape my criticism. either. Home Economics
should be a required course for every budding young chemist before he ever turns on
his or her first bunsen burner. After all, a little basic knowledge never hurt anyone.
And it might prove invaluable for those who insist on boiling a flask of water with the
stopper still in it.
To all the Computer Science kids, I say: Basic Electronics! When they move the big
electronic brain from Wingate Hall's cellar to the English Math Building. you should
be able to account for each little gear they may drop along the wayside. (They might
make you put it back together once they take it apart.)
One more thing that I cannot stress enough to all Arts and Science majors is the
importance of extensive physical training...gym every day.. for all of us who can face
the real world ahead.
We all know it takes strong leg muscles to keep yourself propped up in the
unemployment line.
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An Evening
to Remember

BY JAC ROY
"There seems to be a gap between
thee and me," Folk singer Gordon Bok
remarked as he walked onstage at
Hauck Auditorium Saturday evening,
bringing a laugh from the audience.
Bok was refer ing to the open orchestra
pit which separated him from the
audience. But gap or not, it seemed to
make little difference as the audience
laughed and applauded their way
through Bok's three-hour performance.
Gordon Bok. who appeared on
campus two years ago, again drew a
sell-out crowd as he sang of old ships
and Australian shearers.
A relaxed person, Bok seemed to
draw the audience closer as he kidded
with them.
"You've probably been wondering
what that extra seat was for" Bok said
to his audience referring to an empty
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Fully staged, more than 100 students
adorned in traditional 19th century Spanish
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chair beside him. He then brought on
Ed Glaser, a friend with whom Bok has
recorded in the past. Glaser added his
bit to the concert as he sang of bums
and drunks and even dedicated a song
to all the "out-of-staters going to the
Agricultural school". The audience
laughed appreciatively and continued
to applaud as he and Bok went into a
musical duo with Bok on the recorder.
But it was Bok who stole the show.
"r think I'm putting the people to
sleep back there" Bok said, at one
point and then pulled the audience
together for several sing-alongs.
The crowd loved it, and when the
show was over they wouldn't let him
go without first playing another song.
It was a good relaxing evening for
everyone, but if you missed this one,
fear not, because Gordon Bok will be
back with Pete Seeger on February
29th. Catch him then!

An ending you'll remember
for the rest of
your life.

Tomorrow Night is the
Premiere Performance
Hauck Auditorium 8;15PM
All Students $1.50
Others $3.00
Tickets available at Box Office , Memorial
Union.10AM to2PM, or call 581-7378
ALL SEATS RESERVED
6,7,9
Other performance dates; Feb

I.

Produced by the
1976 UMO OPERA THEATER
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Twenty-five Mainers ..
By Gerri Evans

Mix and match makes the day at
Carnegie Hall's Gallery One. Professionalism is a key factor in the many
styles and media gathered under the
show heading "Women Artists of
Maine." According to Vincent Hartgen, curator of UMO's art collection,

and the show's originator, the purpose
behind the collection is to show that
there are at least twenty-five very good
women artists within the state. The
twenty-five works on display are
intended to show the wide variety of
styles being created within the state
today. "It is impossible," Hartgen

stresses, to speak of them collectively."
With abstraction taking on different
forms and completely visual pieces
revolving around different realities,
the sculptures and paintings in Gallery
One present a facinating, but varied
view of Maine's more creative side of
life.

Touring the room, you will be jolted
from the bustling, moving, crowded,
noisefilled world of "Topsham Fair"
to the quiet, inward-looking face of
"Yearning". You will gaze thoughtfully upon the strong, powerful lines of
the "Ram's Head" sculpture, and
back away from the turbulence and
glory of Denny Winters', "Sunset".
"Tidal Area" recreates the flow of
color and pattern often seen as waves
retreat and rivulets of water wander
after them, braiding the sands and
finally joining together in their flovy
back to the sea. Beside such transience
"The Boat Barns" becomes static.
quiet, set.
The work of 50 to 75 per cent of
these artists is inspired by the
state—not just its landscape, but also
its way of life. ''If they were from
another state." says Hartgen, "they
would be just as interesting but in a

different way." Though Maine is
powerful enough, in Dr. Hartgen's
words, to withstand the scrutiny of any
artist, some of its professionals have
chosen to deal with outside subjects.
Whatever their style or topic, all of
the exhibitors are professionals and
are known outside the state, some
nationally. For example, Jane Wasey
of LIncolnville, creator of the "Ram's
Head" granite sculpture, has a high
reputation and her works are often
shown in New York City.
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&
. an opera with
..
'something
for everybody'
by Ursula Alberti

The University of Maine at Orono's
Opera Theatre will present Georges
Bizet's Carmen Feb 4 through Feb 9
in Hauck Auditorium.
Ludlow B. Hallman. UMO musical
director and conductor, described the
opera as "an overwhelming masterpiece that comes off as if it were
written yesterday even though it is 100
years old".
Hallman said he chose Carmen
because it is a "fresh" opera, and with
it he hopes to help students overcome
the notion that only snobby. high-class
people attend operas and that operas
are always performed in foreign
languages.
Even though Carmen is a french
opera, it will be performed in English.

form for the stage, and has been
translated in English by Boris Goldovsky and Sarah Caldwell.
The opera Carmen was first performed 100 years ago in 1875, the
same year Bizet died at the age of 37.
Hallman said the opera was considered immoral because women are
shown rolling cigarettes in a cigarette
factory in the first act. and women
weren't supposed to do such things in
the early nineteenth century.
Hallman described Carmen as a
tragedy because it deals with the
disintegration of Don ,:ose's personality. He explained Carmen is a gypsy
with "charisma" and great believer
in destiny and fate. Sh,, often tells her
own fortune with cards and always
seems to reveal sometning terrible.
Carmen has an overpowering way of
seducing men into falling head-overheels in love with her. Young Don Jose
is the only male who loesn't quickly
succomb to her charms This makes
him even more attractive to her
becomes a
because gaining his
challenge.

And it is an Opera-Comigue, which
means the dialougue is spoken rather
than sung as is done in Grand Opera.
According to Hallman. "Carmenhas something for everybody because
all of the art forms are involved in this
lavish performance.'
The university's orchestra will play.
and the Oratorial Society will sing
throughtout the performance. Also, a
chorus of twelve Orono boys will sing
in the first act.
A Spanish dance company, headed
by Teresa Torkanowsky. an expert in
Spanish dance, will add not only visual
appeal but Spanish flavor.
Carmen appeared originally as a
by Prosper
short story written
Mertmee, was later rewritten in opera
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It isn't the most dramatic art exhibit
ever staged at Carnegie Hall, but it is
an enjoyable showing of the considerable talents of three UMO students
who hope that theirs is the springboard for future student exhibits.
The work of Margaret Forrest,

DAVIS
FORREST
1066E1181110
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Diane Davis and Heidi Roggenbauer in
the basement of Carnegie is the first
attempt to spark interest and participation in exclusively student showings
on campus. Up until now, the only
chance that student artists had to
exhibit their work was at the annual
student art showing each spring.
"What good is art that is tucked

commented
under your bed,'
Roggenbauer, who hopes that fellow
students will be encouraged to show
their own artistic creations in the
future.
The artists, though their combined
efforts have created a stoic setting in
which they are displaying a variety of
types and styles of work, many of

which are the fruits of basic class
assignments throughout the past year.
With the careful selection and display
of charcoals, chalks, graphite drawings, and oils, they create interesting
studies in light and darkness and form.
This exhibit will continue until Friday,
February 13.
By George Hansen and Mary Hamiiton
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Ginger McPherso,

expecially Fritz Robertson, who is cast
as Don Jose. Hallman considers Fritz
"the best talent he has ever had here"
and respects the junior from Houlton
because "he is a bundle of energy and
talent with a beautiful voice".
Mark Scally is cast as Escamillo and .
Ann Mills, an older woman who has
returned to college, plays the role of
Carmen. Hallman said she is excellent
for the part because it demands a
strong mature voice, which she has.
A total of 120 persons are involved
in Carmen, probably the largest
number Hauck has ever had on its
stage during one performance.
Arnold Colbath is stage director,
E.A. Cyrus is stage director and Dawn
Shippee, a graduate student in
theatre, has designed and made the
Hallman explained when he choses
s.
costume
an opera to be performed he must keep
Hallman estimates the performance
in mind what talent he has to work
last two and a half hours,
will
many
with and that he should get as
including intermissions. Tickets are on
voice or music majors involved as
at the ticket office in Memorial
possible because live performances sate
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. or call
Union
are good learning experiences.
581-7378. Admission is $3.00 for
He said the music department has
nonstudents and $1.50 for students.
an abundance of good talent to offer,

Once Don Jose falls in love with
Carmen and deserts the army to be
with her, her challenge disappears and
she eventually seeks another man.
Unfortunately by now, Don Jose is
possessively in love with her and
jealous of Escamillo, her new lover.
Driven to despair, Don Jose murders
Carmen in the last act.
Hallman stressed people should not
come to the opera thinking it is solely a
tragedy because "there are some very
light, happy moments in it also."
For example, carefree gypsies
appear in a local tavern scene in the
second act and Spanish dancers
provide the audience with more fun
and entertainment.
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tivity, and the energy we finally found
in "Young Americans".
Remember, that was the one that
made some of you cringe as "Fame"
became his first number one single
year.
and one of the best singles of last
Bowie dipped into soul and disco. and
even admits his writing was incoherent
and made no sense. But disco isn't
lyrics, it's motion.

Bowie merges
versatility,
new sound

"Station to Station" is basically in
the same vein as the previous album,
but lacks the Main Man production
and studio back-up. This is a skeleton
crew of musicians. Bowie is front and
center. His voice will tear you apart
with emotion in "Wild Is the Wind",

David Bowie has quit the business.
Or so he says. Can we take him
seriously? Seriously enough in his
latest album. For within "Station to
Station" lies the Bowie we've never
been able to get close to. Herein is his
entire musical versatility, his sensi-

cosmic
The title song is the
he's ever
the most beautiful song
r as
creato
our
and
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and connection with
written. It is simple both in lyric
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/ Wild and hateful as the world has ended
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the
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"Stay" rocks with disco hustle
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a single. Bowie deals
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the
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added
mere guitar riff leads to an
.
Wing"
lead a
drum beat, and added bass and
If this is indeed Bowie's last, he
percus
g
drivin
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ned
guitar combi
the scene afire. This album is
leaves
and
sion. "Stay" deals with love
far more reaching than anything he
jealousy: "Heartbreaker make me
has ever done. It echoes the past and
tonight. This time tomorrow, I'll know
paths the future. A true farewell from
what to do. Stay that's what I meant to
man who sold the world glitter and
the
when
tell
say. You can never really
merged the theatre with rock and roll.
somebody wants something you want.
GARY HOBO
too."
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OPEN EVERYDAY except Tues.
OPEN FOR LUNCH 11-2
DINNER 5-8

5
formerly
Gambino's

7

)
C

fine menu featuring homecooked
specials & soups. Try our special
sirloin

NEW
Bar & Discotheque
downstairs

2PRICE
1
/
Ladies' Nite

Thurs. 8-1
Men's Nites
Fri. & Sat.
7:30-9:00 p.m.
See you downstairs

Sun.-Thurs.

Chuck Wagon
Festival

200/0

with "DAILY SPECIALS"
*HAPPY HOUR 4-7

1 2 PRICE-ALL DRINKS
/
S NITE

OFF

LADIES NITE- WED
7:30-9:30

at

FOR ALL STEAKS AT
LUNCH & DINNER
Now from February 8 to
February 12 you save 20% on the
price of all Chuck Wagon's
sizzling, juicy steaks, cooked
exactly to your taste. Come in
today and enjoy one of lifes rare
treats.

ILY
ENTERTAINMENT DA
4th - 7th
BEAUTY and the BEAST

Wed-Sat
8th

Sun

BILL CHINNOCK

INCLUDES UNLIMITED
SALAD BARREL

9th

CUSTARD'S LAST BAND

Mon
11th - 14th

C uck Wagon
Restaurant
Union St. at Airport Mall

Wed-Sat.

OAT WILLEY

15 Mill St. Orono

COCKTAILS

103 Park St Orono 866-3496
MDKANIE00.1M004111•4101•104i

y).40()()4=..()1.M.4)41=o041MININ)41101004•11004011
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BEAR'S DEN
HAPPY HOUR
$1.00
SteamClams
WED Feb.4 1976
5PM-6PM
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401/E7ZNO7Z,'S
RESTAURANT

"Daily Specials"

99'
Mon.-Spaghetti Meatballs19'
Tues.-Wed.-- Hot Dogs only
Thurs.,Sat.-2 pc. Chicken Dinner-991
89'
Fri.- 2 pc. Fish DinnerSun.--Char-broiled Sirloin Steak
Dinner-$1.99
827-4277

Stillwater Ave., Stillwater
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Patty Smith: stardom
could breed frustration
Patti Smith is the latest victim, and I
mean "victim" of rock critic brouhaha.
She has been crowned the new queen
of rock, the hottest poet since Bruce
Sprintsteen, and her debut album
"Horses" was voted second best of
1975 in the annual critic's choice
, "Village
survey conducted by thz.,
Voice", deservedly so.
Patti Smith is another product of
New Jersey, the oldest of four
children. Her father worked in a
factory and her mother is a singer. She
has been writing poetry since 1967;
her first, "Female", was an epic
spawned from her protest of women's
roles and femininity. Her first volume
of poems appeared in 1971 "Seventh
Heaven"; her second "Kodak — in
1972 and "Witt" in 1973.
In 197d Smith and her band
recorded the Hendrix single "Hey
Joe" and Patti's "Piss Factory" a
poem about the job she held down
during high school. She and Lou Reed
became friends while she played at
Max's Kansas City in New York. Reed
introduced her to Arista's genius Clive
Davis and Patti was soon in the studio
recording "Horses".
Smith, a five-foot seven waif, spews
hallucinogenic rock poetry in a too oft
one note whiny off-key voice; a direct
descendant of the Ronettes, perhaps?
Her vocal range is very limited. Some
wil find it impossible to give "Horses"
a thorough auditory examination.
It is Patti's vocal chanting and
lyrical bombardment of multidimensional images that makes her
work master-minded. Her poetry
mixed with a 50's musical style and
reference is genuine, although it may
be argued it lacks originality.
"Horses" is an endless interpreta-

tion. To define each song would be a
destruction of its beauty, mystique,
and complexity. For all lines, though
audible, are not quite understandable.
Smith's non-sequitur allusions never
seem to "merge perfectly". It is a
limitless cast of characters.
"Gloria," an admittedly better
version than Van Morrison's, deals
with sex. On stage, Smith humps the
floor and thrusts her lead guitarist's
instrument to her crotch in ecstasy.
"Redondo Beach" is a lesbian
suicide. "She was the sweet victim of
suicide.. you'll never return to my
arms cause you were gone, gone...
good-bye sugar."
"Birdland" is a subconscious
journey of a boy's coping with his
father's death. The images are enraging. "Free Money" tells of
scooping pearls and cashing them in
for "Those dollar bills to buy those
things you need." Patti feels it's all a
dream. And "Break It Up" is the inner
self-identity and
battle between
reality.
But "Land" is the magnum opus of
the epics. A locker room becomes the
scene for a homosexual teen-age rape
and murder, fire-breathing horses
and a throbbing interpretation of
"Land of a Thousand Dances", again
bellei than any previously recorded
version. The album closes with a
tribute to Jimi Hendrix, "Elgie".
Patti Smith is electric on stage, often
frantic, making her presence nerveracking. She jumps to her knees, to the
floor, to her feet; "dancing around to
the simple rock and roll." Her band is
tight. Whether she chose the Velvet
Underground -type primitive rock and
roll for her poetry is another mystery.
Perhaps it was Reed's influence.

Patti Smith
But what remains to be seen is
whether Patti Smith can live up to the
hype which until recently was entirely
New York founded. She has been
tagged a "legend before her own
time." Her acceptance can not be
handled normally because of all this
force. It is as if one must either jump
on with her now or be left to see the
sea, the sea of possiblities. She has an

exceptional literary talent, painting
vivid illusions in her works.
Yet she is at the beginning of her
career faced with critic demand and
expectation. Her club date lacks
personal audience control, yet her
between -song humor is dry, witty. Her
talents want development. Without
nuturing, Patti Smith could be a major
GARY ROBB
frustration.
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BY BARBARA LEWIS
Pop Scene Service
It took actor Robby Benson five
years to complete three years of high
school and he spent only three days in
class during his senior year. but he
was graduated as valedictorian with
the highest average ever recorded at
Lincoln Square Academy in New York
City.
Most of Robby's senior year was
spent in Guaymas, Mexico where he
was filming "Lucky Lady" with Liza

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA program, will
offer July 5-August 13, anthropology, art, education, folklore, history. political science, language and
literature Tuition and fees. $195,
board and room with Mexican family
$280 Write to GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL, Office of International Programs, University of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721

Minelli, Gene Hackman and Burt
Reynolds. The rest of the time was
spent in Greenwood, Miss., where he
was starring in the title role of "Ode to
Billy Joe," which will be released in
June.
Before that he was at Deerfield
Academy for five weeks—not as a
student, but for the filming of "Death
Be Not Proud,- in which he plays the
son of writer John Gunther. The tragic
drama, based on the life story of
Gunther's son who died from a brain
tumor, was released as a feature film
in Canada and Europe and as a
television special in America.
"Taking tests is the same thing as
auditioning," says the 20-year-old
actor who has been trying out for parts
since he was five. "I guess it's easy for
me."
Robby had months of isolation in
Guaymas, preparing for his role as the
orphaned son of a sailboat captain who
takes over the helm after his father is
killed.
"They sent me down early to get

Ski Camden Snow Bowl
2 price on weekdays
1
Students ski /
with student I.D.:
1,000 ft. verticle double chair,
2 T-bars Night skiing Tues.,
Wed., & Thurs.
ter

91

CALL: 236-4418 for ski conditions

abuut Hollywood," he said. "I'm
comfortable in blue jeans and a
T-shirt, bui iny friends keep telling me
I must dress like a star because I must
be noticed. That sort of attitude
bothers me."
schedule.
He lives in a $150-a-month apartthe
and
ars
superst
Beofr? the three
ment in Culver City, a suburb of Los
rest of the cast arrived, Robby had
Angeles, where he cooks for himself.
endless hours of solitude in which to
mostly pea soup, and does all of the
accusso
is
He
read his textbooks.
household chores. If he eats out, and
tomed to reading scripts that he
payilrg, he avoids the Hollywood
he's
virtually memorized the books.
ts" preferring the neighbor"in-spo
have
ss
While solitude and loneline
hood hamburger stands.
become part of his life, the young actor
Now that he is no longer in school
he
what
lead
to
wanted
have
not
would
has no immediate plans to go tc
and
refers to as "Quote normal life."
Robbie uses his free time tc
college.
I
and
me
for
"This has been normal
write music and screenplays. His
would be unhappy in another situaJerry Segal. who has written
father.
tion. I have been surrounded by adults
revues, pens the lyrics to
musical
easily
more
most of my life and I relate
music. His mother, Ann
with them than with contemporaries. Robby's
actress who currently
an
Benson.
Robby's salary for "Lucky Lady"
stock market, manages
the
on
lectures
sports
was just enough to buy a new
career.
son's
her
of
most
worked
car. But though he's
copyright 1976
his life, he has not pampered himself
United Feature Syndicate. Inc
with material things. "As a matter of
fat, that is one of the things I dislike

used to the boat before the stars came
down for the actual filming," Robby
related. But, he added, he never
became used to the boat and was
seasick during the entire shooting

5A1 OUV
RESTAURANT
CHINESE BUFFET
EVERY WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
5-8 DM

COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE
STATE STREET, VEAZIE

TEL. 9451600
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Maine Public Interest Research Group has several
openings on its Board of Directors. Students interested
in a leadership role in the student-funded PIRG should
stop by the PIRG office in the Memorial Union by
Friday. Feb. 6.

Loans: shop
for best rates
Few topics concerning personal finances evoke
such trepidation and consternation among the
consuming masses as the unholy topic of personal
loans. Many such fears, real or imagined, usually
stem from ignorance as to their nature and the
reluctance of most consumers to comparison shop
before entering into this sort of contractual
arrangement.
Comparison shopping for loans means finding the
lending institution that is willing to give you the best
rate and type of interest and the type of loan thae.
suits your purpose.
The question of what is a reasonable interest rate
has traditionally been a function of whatever the
traffic would bear. However, reasonable interest on
a personal loan is totally subjective as to whether the
satisfaction and needs served by the loan justifies
the cost of financing.
Personal loan interest rates must be expected to
be generally higher than a similar business loan
because business loans are granted with an
expectation that the business will profit which
personal loans do not. The interest rates will vary '
from time to time as money becomes available to the
banks and with a change in the prime rate of
interest.
to compare apples with apples when comparing loan
quotes. The tnree basic types of interest are simple,
discount and i.dd-on. Dennis Freedman, Asst. Vice
President and loan co-ordinator for Physicians
Properties. Inc. of New York explains simple or true
interest as ''the actual annual percentage rate (APR)
paid for borrowed funds, computed on a monthly
basis on the remaining balance of a loan. This means
2 per month equals an annual percentage rate of
/
1-11
18°4).
2%
/
Freedman explains that a discount rate of 61
on $1,000 for one year, will reflect a simple or true
interest rate of 12.6 % when the actual annual
percentage rate is computed.
An add-on rate of 6 1/2 % on $1,000 for one year will
reflect a simple or true rate of 11.8 % when the APR
is computed. Both discount an add-on rates quoted
as 61/2% quite obviously reflect different amounts
than the borrower would actually be paying.
If you are shoping for a loan and you are
particularly fortunate, you may find a loan 'special'
and get a very attractive rate. Although specials are
not everyday occurances, they are becoming more
popular as lending institutions seek to increase their
volume of business and diversify their accounts.
When dealing with a prospective lender it is
valuable to know that they generally have a certain
amount of latitude for setting the final loan rate and
some good old-fashioned bargaining can often result
in a lower interest rate.

Student Senators were elected Monday to fill 23
vacancies in the UMO General Student Senate.
Vice-president Dave Bridges released the following
results:
Mark Perry, Tim Weukand, Anne Marie Dubay,
Donald Sproul, Paul Robie, Lindsay Roy, Charles
Yeates, Clayton Soucier, Kenny Parlin, and Panny
Connors won off-campus seats. Fraternity vacanicies
were filled by Kevin Bushey and Steve McKay.
On campus senators elected were Neena Sodhi, Hart
Hall: Richard Jordan and Dave McVety in Corbett Hall:
Jane Banks, Kennebec Hall; Sue Cummings.
Balentine-Estabrooke - Colvin; Ann Mahoney,
Somerset Hall; Paul Tardiq, Hannibal Hamlin - Oak;
Betsy Bradshaw and Alex r_ uprak, Dunn Hall.

Entertainment
TUESDAY
MEETING Maine Peace Action Committee, The Maples, 7 p m
MEETING Alcoholics AnonyMous. MCA
Center 8 p m

WEDNESDAY
Discovering
SANDWICH CINEMA
American Indian Music. North Lown
Room. Memorial Union. 12 noon
BLOODMOBILE Oxford Hall, 2-8 p m.
CHESS Bumps Room. Memorial Union, 7
p m . Wednesdays
MOVIE "Breathless E-M Building, 7
and 9 15

Hauck Auditorium,
OPERA "Carmen
8 15 p m
MEETING: Student Senate, 153 Barrows
Hall. 6:30 p.m
Duddy
MOVIE' "Apprenticeship of
Kravitz" 130 Little Hall. 7 and 9 30 P m
LESSONS: Fly tying
FFA Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
HOLE IN THE WALL GALLERY: "Zany
Zithers- Memorial Union, All Month

Events
CONTINUOUS EVENT
CLASSES Fly Tying with Claude Z Westfall,
FFA Room, Mem Union, 7 p m Wednesdays.
$5 registration for 8 weeks
PUNCH PARTIES Gama Sigma Sigma (Nat'l
Service Sorority), Bangor Room. Mem Union,
7 00 p m Feb 2, 9, 23, All UMO Women
Welcome
ART SHOW Student Art Exhibit. Carnegie
Student Gallery. 8-5 p m until Feb 14
ART EXHIBIT ''Women Artists of Maine"
Gallery Oe, Carnegie Hall. 8-5 pm until Feb
14
CLASSES Arabic Dancing Lesson Taught by
Yolanda. Faculty Lounge. Memorial Union,
Thursdays. 7 pm for intermediates. 8 pm for
beginners
CLASSES Folk Dancing. North Loan Room,
Memorial Union, Sundays, 7 pm for beginners.
8 pm for intermediates and advanced
PLAY. Bangor Community Theatre Production
of "The Fantastics-. Portland Hall, BCC, 7 30
pm Fri and Sat Feb 6, 7, 13, 14.

eather
THURSDAY
MOVIE "Camille-. EM Building, 7 and
pm
9- 15
- Foraging- Damn
MINI-WORKSHOP
Yankee, Memorial Union, 7 p m
Duddy
of
"Apprenticeship
MOVIE.
Kravi;z". 100 Nutting Hall. 7 and 9 30
p.m
UMO Young Democrats,
MEETING
Hamm Room. Memorial Union, 7-30 p m

Tuesday, mostly sunny but continued
windy, high temperatures in the teens
Tuesday night mostly clear, low temperatures near zero Wednesday fair, high
temperatures in the 20's
Probability of prescipitation 10 per cent
Tuesday and Tuesday night

Sports
TUESDAY
WRESTLING Maine vs Maine Maritime,
Memorial Union 3 p m
WEDNESDAY
BASKETBALL• Maine vs. N.H.. Memorial
Gym. 7.35 p m
Wrestling Summary:Maine 218 UNH 16
118 Lb class Peter Bald; pinned Scott
Woods lUN)-)) 59-3rd
126 lb class. Peter Johnson (UNH) dec
Skip Jones (ME) 7-0
134 lb. class Noble Boghas(UNH) dec Pat
Daigle (ME) 10-4
142 lb class.Lucien Daigle(ME)dec Steve
Lapalato (UNH) 11-3
150 lb. class: Glenn Smith (ME) dec Walt
Nugett (UNH) 12-8
158 lb. class Tom Ward (ME) dec. Burt
Guerra (UNH) 7-2
167 lb class, Bill Fogerty (UNH) was
disqualified for failure to put up an offense;
was given the required number of
warnings UNH lost two meet points when
Coach Herve Hesse was elected Brian
Mulligan (ME) was awarded a pin
decision.
167 lb. class. Larry DeCarrarilla )UNH)
pinned Barry Goulet (ME) 1.16-1st
190 lb. class Stan Watson (ME) pinned
Stan Keller (UNH) 112-2nd
UNL - Steve Rokhill (ME) pinned Frank
DeLegero (UNH) 1.56-2nd

If you have
information,
bring it,
send it,
or telephone

HINGS TO DO
PARA MA&ANA.
1. Write an epic poem no shorter than
247 pages long using the following
5 words only: cactus, Gold, lime,
Sunrise, Agamemnon.
2. Read Milton's Paradise Lost. Explain
why you liked him better when he
was on TV.
3. Translate a map of Mexico into English,
leaving out all the consonants.
4. nisregard all of the above, make a
pitcher of Cuervo Margaritas, and
invite all your friends over.

The
Information
Page.
106 Lord Hall,
581-7531.

JOSE CUERVOi TEQUILA so PROOF
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The UMO men's swim team led by the
stellar performance of freshman Jim
Smoragiewicz, ruined the URI Rams 72-39,
at Kingston, RI last Thursday.
Smoragiewicz, whose interests range
from preserving wildlife to destroying
UMO swimming records, again broke a
UMO mark. His time of 1:58.6 in the
200-backstroke bettered his previous UMO
record by one second.
Chris Glab swam an impressive 2:24.6 in
the 200-breaststroke, and captured first
place while registering his best time since
last year's NE Championships.
Roy Warren had what Coach Rich Miller
termed "perhaps his best meet of the
season —. Warren the 1975 NE Champ in
the one and the three-meter diving, scored
295.7 points from the one, and 292.8 points
from the three-meter board.
Tim Babcock, Bob Stedman. and Ron
Pospisil produced excellent swims. "Tim
made some fine drops in the 500 and the
1000-freestyle, and is right at his best dual

meet times of last year." related Coach
Switzer.
Bob Stedman and Ron Pospisil placed
one-two in the 500-freestyle for UMO.
Stedman, after swimming the fastest 500 of
his life last week against UVM, again
turned in a strong performance. Ron
Pospisil, a freshman PE major from New
Jersey has shown steady improvement
throughout the season. His time of 5:08.0
is also a career best.
The swimmers have two weeks to
prepare for their biggest dual meet of the
season at UConn. Last year, the Huskies
edged UMO with a victory in the final
relay. The Stanley M. Wallace Pool was a
veritable can of worms as a thousand
spectators witnessed the aquatic extravaganza. UConn has lost some important
swimmers, but still appears to be a top
Yankee Conference and New England
contender.
UMO is now 3-0 in the Yankee
Conference. and 5-2 overall.

Women's swim team at 7-1;
whips Dartmouth and Exter

I Feb

ens
persigh

Swimmers destroy Rams 72-39

Crystal Bazdziorko 120) is seen here blocking another shot as she and
her teammates whipped UMF 95-36 last Saturday. The women were led
by Renea Daighton and Susan Sharrow with 20 and 16 points respectively.
UMO travels to Lewiston tonight to tangle with Bates. Game time 6 p.m.

Fencers excel in meet

cent

UMO swept three of the four first places
as 55 fencers participated in the largest
fencing competition ever held in the state
of Maine this Saturday.
The match drew fencers from the
University of New Brunswick, Ellsworth
High School, UMF. UMO, and independants from Portland and Waterville.
UMO's Shelley Berman placed first in
the advanced men's division, Brooke
Hossfield gamed the top spot in the
woman's novice division and Barb Maling
upset three time State Champion Ann Hall
in the advanced woman's division.
Although the New Brunswick fencers
dominated the novice men's competition.

Ellsworth High School, the only high
school in Maine to offer fencing, placed
one man in the finals and UMF placed two.
In women's novice Susan Turk (Portland),
Betsy Mitchell (Ellsworth. H.S.). and
Cherie Severson(UMF) put in outstanding
performances placing 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.
The competition was a major step for
fencing in the state of Maine. For too long
the competitions have been dominated by
several experienced fencers. By having
novice class competitions the less experienced fencers had a ereater onnortunitv to
a
fence and a chance at taking home
Fencing
UMO
the
sponsors,
trophy. The
Club, felt the competition was a huge

Pat McGuire in the swimming events.
BY BILL WALLLACE
Emerson. a junior, is Brown's top
Bouncing back form a 58-73 loss to
and her versatility enables her to
swimmer,
Team
Swin
Women's
UMO
the
UMass.
excel in the butterfly, individual medley.
defeated Dartmouth and Exeter last
and the distance freestyle events.
Saturday, by scores of 64-31 and 60-35. The
The meet begins at 11:00 AM this
tri-meet was hosted by Exeter Academy in
Saturday at the Stanley M. Wallace Pool.
New Hampshire and the performances of
The UMO Women are now 7-1.
UMO record-breakers Prudie Taylor and
or
Denise Small highlighted the day.
Prudie Taylor continued her improvement in the 500-freestyle, by breaking her
one-week-old UMO record, with a time of
5:52.0. In addition to winning the 500. the
willowy Portland swimmer took first in the
200-freestyle.
Two fine hair stylists
Denise Small, recuperating from a
specializing in the
shoulder problem. captured first in the
Roffler Sculptor
100-backstroke with a UMO record time of
Kut
freshman
UMO
1:07.3. The soft-spoken
holds school records in the 50, 100, and
Trims
200-backstroke.
Shampoos
Next Saturday the girls host Brown
University. Brown has the 1975 NE
Shaves
Champion three-meter diver in Noel
Razor
Keefer. She also is one of the top three
divers in New England in the one-meter
N. MAIN ST,
35
event. She dives despite a painful back
OLD TOWN
condition.
Brown must rely on Laurie Emerson and
appointments 827-5531
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ENJOY AN EVENING OUT AT
A GREAT RESTAURANT!

24 HR TEL 827.7216

MALL

ORONO
Malt
Al Stillwater Ave i Exit I-95 In the University

MellowMood...Super Food

DINNER SUGGESTIONSOscar
Veal
Fresh Lemon sole
Baked Stuffed Shrimp
Featuring This Weekend

THE LOPEZ FAMILY BAND
Pleasure
For Your Listening and Dancing

BANGOR HOUSE
JUST BEHIND THE
ed—TEL. 942-2200
Appreciat
Reservations

DAILY 7:00 & 9:15

ENDS FEB. 10th
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role.''R Newhall
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BY AL R. COULOMBE
The Maine Bear wrestlers took a long
overdue trip to the University of New
Hampshire Sunday afternoon and came
away with a highly disputed 28-16 decison
over the Wildcats.
The battle over what is and what is not a
technical violation, between Herve Hesse
and official Richard Heikkinen almost
overshadowed the excitement of the
match between the two rivals. The match.
first in the Yankee Conference for the
Bruins, and postponed from an earlier date

4

began with UNH taking charge in the early
matches. Peter Baldi, who had previously
won two out of three matches was pinned
by Scott Woods at 59 second period, and
Pete Johnson of the Wildcats took Skip
Jones by a 7-0 decision. UNH increased
their lead to 12 points, by the virtue of Pat
Daigle's first defeat of the season at the
hands of Noble Boghs. The Bears began
their climb after that match with Lucien
Daigle decisioning Steve Lapalto. to make
the team score 12-4.
In the 150 lb. class. Glenn Smith of

Tracksters gain split decision
The Maine Black Bear track team
y
escaped with a split decision Saturda
2
1
/
2-31
/
851
d
lopside
a
g
afternoon, droppin
ng
verdict to Massachusetts while squeaki
a
in
-27
2
/
311
ity
Univers
by Boston
triangular meet in the UMO fieldhouse.
A large crowd of spectators saw wl”,
Massachusetts ranks as the perennial New
England track power. The Minutemen
yard
swept the first four places in the 1000
with
along
mile
two
the
and
mile,
the
run,
places.
first
other
taking down seven
six
Adding insult to injury. UMass broke
record
house
field
a
ng
meet records includi
Joe
breaking leap of six feet ten inches by
meet
Other
jump.
high
the
Marten in
put.
records fell in the pole vault, shot
relay.
mile
two
and
relay,
mile
mile.
The mile relay offered the only bright
Stephenspot for the Bears. The team of
out
edged
Gott
and
ll.
son. Fisher. Campbe
meet
Boston University at the finish with a
This close
record shattering time of 3:22.0
decision proved to be the margin of victory
in the win over the Terriers.

UMass Si',, Maine 11,g.
Boston University 27
3515. we,ght Smolinski (BO). Rifles
(Me I. Sherrad (Me.).
Martel
(Me I.
Distance ST 9
Adamson (Mass 1. B.
K
jump
Long
Adamson (Mass I. Perdlelen (Mass.),
OtterSOn (Me) Distance n 714
Pitarre
ShCII Out Melkonian (Mass). (Me ).
(DO). Ennis (Mass ). Sherrad
record).
Mass
(Me
.
,
Distance 49 10
Pole vault Power (Mass ). LaCasse
Distance
(Me I. Hatch (Me I, Fall (Me.).
14 0
Scheer
Jo
/,
(Mass
Carrot
Aki le •
Broughton
(Mass 1. Farmer IMass I.
(Mass I Time 4 147 (Me Mass record)
Laub* (BU(. Healy (Mass.).
603
Time
Thompson (Mass I tied Gott (Me I.
1 129 (Me Mass record)
Mahon
60 High hurdles Shot* 19511.
).
(BU(. Collette (Me.). Farnulari (Mass
Time 77.
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(Mass
Adamson
B
Triple pump:
Mayer (Mass ), Lamm. (Me I, Frazer
10'
43
(Me I Distance
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Coach
Phillipsburg. N.J. wrestled what
I have
match
gutsy
most
Stoyell called "the
opponent.
every seen." Smith led his
period.
Walter Nugett by 2-0 after the first
advanThe Wildcat contender pressed an
8-6,
led
and
period,
second
the
tage in
mark
2:00
the
at
when Smith was hurt
UNH
remaining in the final stanza. The
ined
determ
and
Smith
trainer examined
shoulder.
that Smith had injured his right
Smith decided to go on with the match
in the
and despite the fact that he began
position
the
d
reverse
he
n,
down positio
12
and went on to score a near fall, winning
to 8.
The two Conference foes traded points
in the next two matches, and then began
UMO's
the great debate. According to
r
coach Paul Stoyell, the UNH wrestle
al
technic
a
stalling
ely
involved was definat
violation, and said that the six-step
is
warning system before disqualification
ty.
ample warning for the wrestlers. "Fogar
on
(The Wildcat Wrestler) was just holding
third
to Mulligan's leg throughout the
period and the coach just lost his head."
Fogarty was leading Mulligan by 9 to 6
to
at the point of disqualification, but tried

of
get away with stalling. "This is typical
The
UNH's wrestling style." Stoyell said.
change
coach noted that the subsequent
added to the
in the point score eight
Bear's score and six was taken from the
Wildcats), proved to be an incentive to
Maine's eventual victory.
The Bears went on from that 16-16 tie to
win the final two bouts with Stan Watson
pinning Stan Keller with 1:22 seconds left
l
in the second period and Steve Rockhil
1:56
in
Legero
Di
Frank
over
scoring a pin
seconds of the second period.
Maine will face Maine Maritime
Academy in the home end of a two match
series today in Memorial Gym at 3:00 and
then face 4th ranked Boston University and
2nd ranked Massachusetts Maritime
during a weekend road trip. The ranking
are New England wrestling rankings. The
Bears defeated Maine Maritime 46-6
earlier last week, winning the first eight
matches of the meeting. In the encounter
Glenn Smith recorded the Bears fastest pin
of the season by stopping McGowan of
MMA in 40 seconds of the first period. The
fastest pin previously has been in 1 minute
2 seconds.
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Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
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handling.
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RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE .0 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
1213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only
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•Student criticisms
source. The exam results were compared
with the student ratings of their individual
teachers, and, with one exception. the
students who received high scores on the
exam had also rated their teachers highly.
Still other critics of student ratings
suggest that students can't rate a teacher
until they've had a chance to look back on
them. This was disproved by still another
ETS study which compared current student
ratings with alumni ratings. The results
were similar: current students and alumni
both gave specific teachers the same
rating.
Generally speaking, a "good teacher" is
"well
rated high because he or she is
organized, is available to help explain
difficult material and is enthusiastic about
the subject."
By the same tokewn, a "poor teacher" is
considered to be disorganized, a poor
communicator. and one who gives unfair
exams and assignments.
Teacher personality is not emphasized
on the rating sheets because ETS feels that
while teaching practices can be improved.
it would be difficult to expect personalit5
changes.
On the other hand, female teachers have
been given higher ratings for their
availability to help students, offer helpful
comments on exams and make better use
of class time. Courses taught by male
teachers lA ere viewed as more stimulating,

Protes

BY

if not more difficult.
"Some of that may be due to the
different types of course men and women
teach." Centra points out. "There are
more men teaching science and math
courses which are often viewed as more
difficult than some of the social sciences or
humanities courses that are more likely
taught by women."
A comparision of male and female
student response to teachers, however,
shows that both sexes rate teachers the
same. And "bright" and "less bright"
students also agree in their ratings of
teachers.
One study, now in its final stages.
compares teacher effectiveness by the
number of years they've been teaching.
Results, involving some 8,000 teachers,
indicate that beginning teachers and those
who've been teaching longer than 15 years
receive the lowest ratings, while the
highest scores are given to those teachers
who've been working between three and
twelve years.
"Whether it's teacher boredom, or the
generation gap. I don't know," says
Centra, "but there's a sharp decrease in
teaching effectiveness after 12 or 15 years.
This is where the college teaching
improvement programs need to be the
most concentrated with the beginners and
with the older group."
Copyright, 1976, United Feature
Syndicate, Inc.
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GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS

THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
. . . comprising ISO outstanding Boys. Girls, Brotherd.-Sister
Midand Co-Ed Camps, located throughout the New Englan
dle Atlantic States and Canada.
. INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES cor.ertlr.ig summer employment as Head
Counselors, Group Leaders, Spejalties. General Counselors.

Write, Ptior e or Call in Person

Association of ririvate Comps — Dept. C
SS W 42 St., New Teri NY 10036

CALL 827-5974
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